Exam Questions 500-801

IoT Connected Factory for Systems Engineers Exam
1. In the Cisco Unified architecture, which solution supports fast roaming when preshared keys cannot keep up?

A. Enhanced Distributed Channel Access  
B. Cisco Centralized Key Management  
C. Cisco Radius Server  
D. Wired Equivalent Privacy

Answer: B

2. In which two types of deployment is FlexConnect used as a wireless solution in the Cisco Unified architecture? (Choose two.)

A. main campus  
B. branch office  
C. home user  
D. roaming user  
E. quick and easy

Answer: A,B

3. Which three options are three of the main advantages of the Cisco Unified Access WLAN architecture over the Autonomous access WLAN? (Choose three.)

A. ability to send only one type of traffic at a time  
B. increased reliability with failover and self-healing mechanisms  
C. faster creation of wireless "islands" for every application in the plant  
D. increased deployment, management, and integration costs  
E. enhanced security services with centralized control and visibility  
F. can be used for roaming within the plant

Answer: B,E,F

4. Which Connected Factory Wireless solution architecture uses stand-alone access to implement WLAN functions of management, control, data transport, and client access?

A. Workgroup Access  
B. Autonomous Access  
C. Controlled Access  
D. Unified Access  
E. Normal Access

Answer: B

5. Which three methods can a client device use to connect to a WLAN? (Choose three.)

A. integrated wireless adapter  
B. firewall  
C. universal bridge  
D. workgroup bridge  
E. toll bridge  
F. radio

Answer: A,D,F

6. Which two advantages does the Autonomous architecture offer? (Choose two.)

A. need for greater expertise  
B. support for plant-wide mobility of many access points
C. lower initial costs
D. greater security across the network
E. more granular control of QoS and radio parameters

Answer: C,E

7. Which two options are architectures in the Connect Factory Wireless solution? (Choose two.)
A. Automatic Access
B. Unified Access
C. Controller Access
D. Workgroup Access
E. Autonomous Access
F. Silver Access
G. Secure Access
H. Gold Access

Answer: B,E

8. Which two options are drawbacks to wireless media compared to wired methods? (Choose two.)
A. higher security
B. latency and jitter
C. packet loss
D. faster data transmission
E. lower costs

Answer: B,C
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